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CURSE
Cannot be played or discarded 
(except for some events). But you 
may gift or exchange this card.
Note: Worth 13 points.

COLOUR SWAP
Change from one colour to the other.

THIEF
Look into the hand of another player 
and steal 2 cards.

NICE TRY
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Throw this card in as 
soon as a player got rid of all his 
hand cards. They have to draw 3 
new cards. 

MIMICRY
Can become any existing Special 
Card. Announce the effect as soon 
as you play this card.
Note: Cannot take the role of Fuck 
You, Curse and The End.

EXCHANGE
Give another player 2 of your hand 
cards and draw in return 2 cards 
from him.
Note: Even when you have less than 
2 cards to exchange, you still have 
to draw 2.

COUNTERATTACK
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Throw this card in if you 
get attacked by another player. The 
attack on you is cancelled and you 
take over the effect of the attack. 

SPECIAL FAVOURS
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Exchange all your Special 
Cards (everything except Numeral 
Cards) with another player.

FUCK YOU
Can only be dismissed, when you 
have exactly ten cards in your hand 
(and some events).
Note: Can only be blindly obtained 
by an opponent and not be willingly 
given. Worth 42 points.

2ND CHANCE
You have to play another card. 

TROUBLEMAKER 
Immediately activate the next event.

LUCKY BASTARD
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Throw it in before an event 
is activated. You are excluded from 
this event.

THE END
You can only play this card as your 
last hand card (and some events). 
When played as your last card you 
are safe from Nice Try and events. 
You can gift and exchange this card. 
Note: Worth 17 points.

GIFT
Give 2 of your hand cards to one 
other player.

EQUALITY
Wish for a colour.
Optional: A fellow player has to draw 
as many cards until their number of 
hand cards is equal to yours.

UPDATE 
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Draw an additional card 
from the Power Card deck and return 
one of your old Power Cards to the 
deck and reshuffle it.

BLACK CARDS
Can only be played on the same 
number. Activate an event.
Note: Black is not a colour and 
cannot be wished for. Black Cards 
cannot be played on each other.

SKIP
Skip a fellow player to for 1 round.
Note: A player can only be skipped 
again, after he already suspended 
his last turn.

EDISON 
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Exchange a Power Card 
between any two players and flip 
them back face down.

FANTASTIC 
You can wish for any number 
(1 - 9) OR a colour.

COLOURED NUMBERS
Number can be played on number 
and colour on colour.
Note: Has no effects.

RECHARGE
Turn one of your activated Power 
Cards back over. You can use it 
again from your next turn.

INEQUALITY 
Wish for a colour.
Optional: Choose someone who 
has to draw as many cards from 
you until they hold more cards in 
their hand.

FANTASTIC FOUR
Divide 4 cards to be drawn from the 
deck between your fellow players. 
You can wish for any number (1 - 9) 
OR a colour.
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ANTI COUNTER
The effect of a special card played 
together with Anti Counter cannot be 
blocked with Counterattack.

RANDOM CHANCE
After your first card, play an extra 
card, that can be selected randomly 
and does not have to follow suit.
Note: Curse cannot be played. 
The End and Fuck You may only be 
played if their conditions apply.

BLACK WISH
You wish for Black.

RECYCLING
You must put your just played hand 
card back into someone’s hand. You 
can take it back in your own hand.
Note: The game continues as if the 
card had not been played. But any 
colour or number wishes remain.

ALL DRAW ONE
All other players must draw a card 
from the deck.

POWER CARDS 
Part of the Supercharge Add-On

OPEN HANDS
Your fellow players must play with 
open hands until you have your 
turn again. 

COLOUR BLOCKADE
Pick a colour that cannot be played 
again until you have finished your 
next turn. 
Note: You may not follow suit with 
the blocked colour on your next 
turn either.

SPECIAL CHARGE
Choose a fellow player who has to 
draw as many cards from the deck 
as they hold Special Cards in their 
hand.

LOOPING
After you have finished your turn, 
the game continues in the other 
direction. After you have finished 
your next turn, the direction changes 
again.

SPECIAL SEAL
None of the players may play a 
special card until you have your 
turn again.
Note: Cannot be activated together 
with a special card.

NUMBER WISH
Wish for a number.

TROUBLECHARGER
Activate an Event  Card at the end 
of your turn.
Note: If you combine this card with 
a Black Card or Troublemaker, you 
activate two events.
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EFFECT SEQUENCE WITH SPECIAL CARDS
If  players  activate  a  power  card  after  a  special  card  has  been  played,  
both  the  special  card  effect  and  the  power  card effect must be carried 
out. The corner symbols on the power  cards  determine  the  sequence  in  
which  the  effects  are carried out:

»1ST   The power card effect is carried out first.
»2ND  The power card effect is carried out after the special card effect. 

Note: Special  cards  and  events  that  do  not  specifically refer to power 
cards have no influence on them. Therefore, power card effects cannot be 
blocked with Counterattack.


